Ask Catherine

June 28th, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

Cash and Precious Metals
Question:

Hi Catherine,

I've been digging deep and reviewing all the Solari Precious Metals/Building Wealth audio (with Franklin etc). I've been a metals holder since ~2006 and am adjusting certain aspects of how I do this after hearing these, thank you.

As a fan of Alasdair Macleod/Goldmoney reports, do you still like the Goldmoney program for holding excess cash via their custody/vault system (ie beyond self held physical core position)?

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Subject: question regarding credit union

Dear Catherine,

I found a credit union that says they portfolio their loans but have a servicer. Most of the members of their board are retired executives from Texaco. Is that a bad thing? Also, do you recommend opening accounts online or do you think it best to open accounts in person?

Sincerely,

D C

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hi Catherine,

My Mother recently passed away. I am the beneficiary
of an Allianz annuity. Do you have any views on whether to receive the money in a lump sum at a lower amount or in annuity payments? We don’t have an urgent need to receive the money now.

Also, I wanted to ask you for a referral for a financial advisor. We don’t have a high income. (We are both 53. My husband develops software for the federal government, and I homeschool my daughter with Down Syndrome). But we have saved over the years and have inherited properties and assets from my Mother. We live in California, and have to decide whether to sell some rental property she had an invest in another state. Do you have any advice?

Thank you,
L and K K

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Question:**

Dear Catherine,

Firstly I’d like to say I love your world view and all the many important things you’re highlighting for so many people.
Bless you for doing it too.

I also write because I would like to invest in the Solari funds. I did call and leave a message at Solari, I also called Parvin and have requested a talk with Stephen, though I have not heard back.
If someone could contact me in regard to the funds I am interested to invest in them.

Also, I have two portfolios and for the moment am managing both of them. This is unchartered territory for me. I’m a writer and musician.
One investment manager passed away suddenly and the other lost quite a lot of my savings.

Do you still offer a consulting service; looking at the portfolios and suggesting steps that could be taken to improve the performance.
and risk? Hopefully I will find an honest and capable investment manager in the near future and in the interim an overview would help greatly.

Kind regards,
C S

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

We are interested in carbon credits. This guy Preston Pycsh did a podcast, and it seemed like a good idea.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ky23c6eS_p0&t=1922s

What would you charge to look into this, and give your recommendation? Can I pay you in Bitcoin? I think allocating 5 or 10 percent to this in an ETF could be amazing, but I know so little about it.

Thanks so much for all you do, and god bless.

R and A

Your Answer:
Richard:

I am no longer doing consultations or individual advisory. I would look at the podcast and comment in Ask Catherine next week. I looked at carbon credits many years ago and concluded at that time they were a financial scam that would serve central control and harm millions of people. They fizzled out at that time and have not looked since.

Best,
C

CAF Notes & Links:
Question:

Catherine;

I try to catch all your podcasts including interviews and “Ask Catherine” segments. But at times I miss one of them. So forgive me if this is a topic you’ve already covered.

Everyone who pays attention knows that Central Banks around the world have been creating money to stimulate their economies. So inflation and talk of hyper-inflation dominates the media.

However, if money is created through the issuance of debt, isn’t money removed from the credit markets and financial system by either the re-payment of debt or debt default?

If hundreds of thousands of small businesses have closed, I would assume a large portion of those businesses were in debt to some extent and are now unable to repay their debts.

I’m not asserting that all small businesses that have closed or filed for bankruptcy protection have defaulted on their debt obligations. But if some portion of the small businesses have been unable to repay their debts, then money is being destroyed.

My question – Is the Federal Reserve pumping money (creating what appears to be inflation) into the system to offset the destruction of money being the result of debt destruction? Are these events offsetting?

Thanks

T M.
Wisconsin

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hi Catherine.
Love your work thanks for being a shining light in a darkening world.

You are a massive inspiration to me

If you ever feel too disturbed by what's happening at least know you are bringing truth to a world that has less and less and there are people who love what you do

Some questions on my mind if you find the time..

Is the fed lying about inflation because they can’t control it without crashing the system?

Or is this on purpose. If so is the purpose currency debasement? If not what is the purpose of the inflation?

If it’s currency debasement how does it play out? Do they want to destroy the whole system so that cbdc will be the answer? If yes they can collapse the system with higher rates why use inflation?

Is there a realistic alternative tool to stop inflation other than raising rates?
I don’t see how productivity can be boosted to match. If they stop printing today would that help.

If they succeed in a currency replacement or alternative. What role would gold and silver hold aside from community use which I know you advocate for.

I don’t want to buy seed and garden either :( 

I fear the traditional hedges against inflation won’t work if it’s not traditional inflation.

And what would I exchange my silver and gold for if everyone adopts a new currency system.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**

Catherine,

How to best protect myself from any issues with SBA/Covid related loans on my 2 businesses? $150K each business, w/re-payments starting in July. SBA offered more $
up to $500K each business unsecured, but was completely unclear about the qualifying procedures. I didn't do this. My business is AOK now, without more help but wonder about possible sinister SBA goals. Still with Chase Bank, but all the banks names I check out, are on the same Yodlee reporting list.

Links below relate to Solari reports and items of news and interest to pass along to Catherine. Solari is included twice below. Blessing to all!

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**

Hi Catherine-

Any chance you could create a nice pdf file describing the details of the missing $96+ trillion? I could tuck it inside my pocket copy of the US constitution. It would be handy once the New Bolsheviks start their gamesmanship to confiscate all US property based on the unpayable debt obligations that they themselves have saddled the US with.

Would also be great if you could expand on your thoughts about the push for gender confusion being a ruse to enable legal rights be given to AI or other non-sentient beings.

Thanks, love all you are doing!

All the Best,

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Subject: Stock options
I have a daughter we working at google offered free stock options. Are there any downsides to this? I was wondering if it is like Bitcoin that she should play from her winnings and sell some in the short term and keep some for the long term.

Thanks,
T

CAF Notes & Links:

---

Question:

Subject: I perceive

Yes ma’am
A solution I have
A legal team in the courts as we have now
May or may not be able to uphold
The law considering it has been breached.
The public, the private and corporations involved can they and will they be held accountable.

The pandemic is extortion through coercion. The public was forced in to the pandemic for suppression and restriction. The gain was economic supremacy through monopoly.

That’s all

What would the courts do?

Thank Catherine
You’re a guiding light ⭐

CAF Notes & Links:
Comment:

Housing and costs. I just recently sold my house in Colorado Springs and wanted to share my experience. I had two neighbors selling their homes and strangely we all put them on the market within a week and a half of each other. We have not had a house for sale on my block in over 3 years. I was selling my home since my fiance has a home 15 mins from mine. One of the neighbors is 90 and moving into assisted living and the other neighbor is a military family being transferred. I decided to sell my home for sale by owner. They both used agents. We posted it on Zillow and said we would have an open house Thursday thru Saturday and would take offers during that time. We had probably 10 calls from people representing investors (calling multiple times) and wanting us to call them back for an immediate cash offer. I really wanted a family to buy my home and prayed about it. We figured if a investor was really interested they could come to the open house, but my first choice was for a family.

The family I sold to were the first ones to show up with their agent and we had probably 10 people stop by the first day. The people that bought the house had their agent return four hours after looking at the house with an offer of over 35,000 above my asking on a home that was listed for 550,000. The catch was they wanted a reply in less than 24 hours. Their agent told me they had been looking for a home in my area for a couple of months and had lost out on every offer.....They wanted the house and had a strong offer. I immediately accepted the offer. The 90 year old neighbor’s house sold immediately and never was available for anyone to tour it. The agent bought in an investor and he purchased it for about a 100000 below what it was worth. The other family’s house sold and I do not know any of the details. I was just sharing this because it is clear to me that many houses never even get to the market due to investors. I would encourage people to try and sell to families and not to investors. Pray about it. I know God bought the perfect family to me and my intent was to cut out investors and sell it to a family who would live there.

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Here’s confirmation of what Catherine has been saying about community/rural banks and how CBDCs will effect them: My parents are good friends with the VP of a community bank inxxxxx. The VP of that bank told them that they believe they have at most 2 more years before UBI and CBDCs will destroy them and all small community banks. This is very sobering. It appears from this, that small local banks are aware of what’s going on. They just don’t know how to fight back against this.

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Paying off my home mortgage:

I have a 3.5%/15-year loan on which I have about 4.5 years left since I’ve been paying extra on the principal from the get-go.

I’m within striking distance of it paying off, which would greatly reduce my available cash, but looks doable.

Any pitfalls I need to be aware of?

CAF Notes & Links:

Covid-19

Question:

Hi, Catherine.
Did you know that trans-humanism paved the way for the COVID pandemic?

Gain of function studies, as were undertaken at the BSL-4 lab in Wuhan, use humanized mice for the purpose of distilling genetically engineered corona viruses to the point of being as lethal as possible. If it weren't for humanized mice - made from fetal tissue - then SARS CoV-2 would never have emerged, escaped, and triggered the COVID pandemic.

Thus, it appears that the COVID pandemic can be directly traced back to the current federal and state-wide push for more abortions in so far as fetal tissue harvested from abortions feeds the trans-humanism beast like nothing else on the menu.

Attached is a brief summary on this topic. I'd be happy to discuss this with you further.

Warm regards,

K T. R, MD

Bad Science

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

Hi Catherine,

There’s been a lot going on on the personal front here and i’ve missed out on some recent Solari stuff. My mom is in late stage congestive heart failure but is doing quite well at home and my family is putting things down to help out and avoid expensive in home care. I've flown cross country 2x and about to drive across country for the second time in 2 months (which i like doing). Getting out of the emergency stage and hospital is what my commentary pertains to.

1) Covid/Hospitals: Avoiding hospital stays at all costs because ability to advocate for your loved one is severely restricted. In New Haven Hospital it was one person 2-6 each day. We went ahead and bent the rules and I got busted once by Nurse Ratchet - a few were actually quite accommodating. Seems the system loves keeping folks for 5 days when maybe 3 will do. I believe staff/doctors are loving this.

2) Vaccines. Everyone in my family is vaccinated except me. One thing I noticed, associated with the stress of the situation, was the inability of family members to keep their cool and, more noticeably, hear what others are saying. I found myself repeating
myself repeatedly. I thought it was me but then I noticed how family members were having this same problem with each other. As one of the more intense folks in the family, I was often the most cool and rational. I attribute this to many different things, including Aikido training but... All of them are extremely exposed to media and news entrainment (i have not had a TV since the mid 90s) and that does not help. The TV just sawing away in the background with all the BigPhama ads and GET VAXXED pitches. Unreal. I kept unplugging the Amazon spy device. My sister writes news for NPR so that is a dead end. My other sister just wants it all to go away. Mostly I keep quiet and cool and occasionally drop a few juicy inconvenient odds n ends, which never stick, and make sure the stuff doesn't get to me.

Thanks for listening!

I m

ps: i got my blue healer puppy! Her name is xxxxx. She is so chill and amazing. Not getting chipped and only minimally vaxed via natural vet :)

CAF Notes & Links:
Comment:
Hi Catherine,
I don’t know how familiar you are with The Book of Revelation but this statue is eerily similar to the description of the image of the beast. I am not saying this is it but things are definitely moving in that direction. I thought I would share this link in case you had not seen it.

https://thegiantcompany.ie

A Fellow Watcher On The Wall,
T S

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Have you heard of - WELCOMELEAP.ORG?

"Medical science has made such tremendous progress that there is hardly a healthy human left."
- Aldous Huxley

CAF Notes & Links:
Question:

are you familiar with Whitney Webb’s investigating journalism?
Interesting insights - connecting it all together

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hi Catherine -
I have been pondering WHY the powers that be seem to be in such a rush to implement "their plans". Joseph Farrell has mentioned this observation as well, commenting that when things are rushed is when mistakes are made, and the PTB are really getting sloppy. (i.e. such as blank inserts for the injections, not providing informed consent docs to many if not most jab recipients, product recall(s) on the serum & swabs, PCR tests, etc. etc.) Reiner Fuellmich, has also commented on many "mistakes".
Also intriguing, is Klaus Schwab's comment to the effect that, there is a narrow window of time, to bring in the great reset. (?)

Today I watched Ben Davidson's - (short clip) Suspicious Observer's Report. He once again, highlighted the documented decline of the magnetosphere and commented that we must watch the birds and other animal anomalies, as well as the lightning for confirmation and timing, of imminent earth changes. At about 3:00 minutes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNsUfsFejtE&t=10s

BTW - I have been in the Black Hills, S. Dakota for almost a year now, and I am a sky watcher. I have been seeing lightening storms that are extraordinary and breathtaking! (This is prior to my hearing Ben D. mention it). Despite the drought elsewhere, we're getting storms here with some regularity, not to mention great sound effects. Crack and BOOM! (JF also comments on unruly weather quite often.)
Do you think that what's seems to be occurring, might be what the PTB are worried about timing wise, because their space satellites for global surveillance, control and weaponry could be damaged or destroyed?
Yes, life on earth could be come quite difficult survival wise, but I for one, would certainly prefer having to try and live with little or no infrastructure, versus the tyranny the PTB seem to have in mind for us. As we both know, God's in charge, but I remain curious. :)
Thanks for your opinion(s) and for all you do for us Solarians!
A

CAF Notes & Links:
Comment:

Hi Catherine:

WHERE ARE FEDERAL EMPLOYEES GOING?. In MM for 6.17.2021, at about timestamp 1:22:30, you said you keep hearing that they are shutting down buildings in Washington DC, if this is true, where are they going, could subscribers in DC/MD/VA share insight.

I work for HUD HQ in DC xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx HUD has made us telework since March 2020 when this Plandemic began. Just 3 months later, in June 2020, the HUD OIG issued a report saying that 100% telework was wonderful, even though they only did a random survey of just 35 of HUD’s 8,000 employees, https://www.hudoig.gov/reports-publications/report/telework-impact-huds-operations-due-covid-19-pandemic. I and many of my co-workers and colleagues did not agree that everything was wonderful. We lacked practical resources like external monitors, printers, office supplies, etc. Also, meetings online are not the same, and may HUD employees are being forced to help their kids do school online.

On 6.10.2021, Biden’s OMB issued a memo (M-21-25) giving instructions on his vision for reopening agencies and bringing federal employees back to the office (see https://federalnewsnetwork.com/workforce/2021/06/biden-administration-details-its-vision-for-agency-reopening-post-pandemic-telework/ and https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/M-21-25.pdf). Biden is pushing telework/remote work. In the OMB Memo, it points out the difference between telework and remote work is that telework requires the employee to go into the office 1 day a week, while remote work is 100% stay-at-home. It sounds like Biden wants remote work. If feds are going to all work from home, what will they do with all the federal buildings? In other guidance (issued by GSA), GSA suggested agencies consider “untethering federal work from geographic locations and/or specific buildings where possible and appropriate, to the benefit of equity, inclusion, and mission delivery.” Basically, all this documentation gives the impression that they don’t want to bring feds back to the office, rather, OMB is encouraging agencies to make reopening plans that involve "hybrid" work environment, where some job positions (probably many) can be reclassified as "remote work."
For my office unit at HUD, we were told at a staff meeting that the higher ups are seriously considering making many job positions 100% Remote Work. It sounds like this would mean getting rid of the HUD building entirely.

All of this made me think of something Emily Murphy said in a video interview back in October 2020 when she was GSA Administrator. (see https://govmatters.tv/implementing-category-management-across-government/ and here is the YT link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ngZnW--HxU). At timestamp 6:30, they start talking about bringing federal employees back to the office in DC, then about 9:20, Emily Murphy talks about how GSA has been working on a plan called "Workplace 2030" for years, but now they have renamed it "Workplace 2021," and near the end, she talks about how GSA's goal is either a "shared space" solution (employees from different agencies sharing the same building) that is a "touch down space" or "landing space." In other words, the federal employee would stay home and do Remote Work, and only go into the "landing space" a few times a year to do stuff like get computer IT hardware support, Security ID Badge issues, etc. Then I found this PDF on GSA's website that is a little chart summary of GSA's Workplace 2030, in which it says that work can be done "anywhere" at any time, https://www.gsa.gov/cdnstatic/Workplace%202030%20Overview_508%20Compliant.pdf.

Finally, they recently started requiring HUD employees to have a Property Pass to take stuff out of the HUD building. It wasn't like this under Trump. The need for a Property Pass was never enforced heavily. But soon after Biden came into power, and Marcia Fudge was appointed HUD Secretary, they have started to check everyone's bags and boxes going out of the building. I don't know what's behind all this, but I speculate that they don't want damaging information in HUD hard copy files getting out.

Kind Regards,

Second Email:
Hi Catherine:

This is a follow up to the email I sent you earlier today. I forgot to mention how HUD has been reducing its "footprint" by moving HUD employees from satellite buildings in DC to the HUD HQ building (the Weaver building). My unit has been working from home since March 2020, but we were told in March 2021 that we had to arrange to go into the building to pack up our office stuff (no more than 2 people could be there at the same time!) so they could move us from the 8th floor to the 10th floor in April. The reason? They said HUD xxxx had people working in another building, and they wanted to bring them into HQ so everyone would be in the same place, so they needed our unit's space on the 8th floor. We were also told that this is not due to the Plandemic, as
I call it, but rather, HUD and other agencies have been working for many years before 2020 to reduce their footprint. In any case, everyone in my unit is still working from home, and our stuff in the new space is still in boxes. My speculation is that, if HUD announces in a few months that a lot of employees can switch to Work From Home permanently, HUD will likely get rid of offices for lots of employees.

HUD employees got hit with a cybersecurity phishing breach in May 2021. The majority of HUD employees lost data. Anyone who saved data to their HUD laptop most likely lost that data forever, as the HUD IT folks were only able to restore some it by something called reimaging, whatever that is. Also, the nature of this phishing meant that HUD employees' personal passwords and other information was compromised in that, if a HUD employee used their HUD laptop to check personal email, do online shopping, do banking, scroll social media, etc., those passcodes were captured by the phishing. I don't buy that this was an accident. I think Mr. Global made this happen on purpose, as it happened just days after Biden issued his EO on Cybersecurity.

Thank you for doing what you do. I have gained from you a greater understanding of how the world really works and what we can do about it. I believe I first heard of you in early 2016 when I watched an interview you did with DarkJournalist. Like many people, I would actively participate more on Subscriber Input but I am dealing with family issues caused or worsened by the Plandemic. I live in Vxxxxxx, but I'm trying to take care of my elderly parents (my Dad has dementia) who live inxxxxxxx, so I spend a lot of time helping them by doing Medicare research, getting supplies mailed to them, interviewing home health aide workers over the phone, etc. Sean from SGT Report has mentioned several times that he wasn't able to stop his own mother from getting the injection, and that is my experience as well. Both my parents have been injected, despite all my pleading with my Mom over video calls to not do this. So I'm very worried that Dr. Tenpenny 's prediction that many injected people will die in the next year, and how that might include my parents. Anyways, thank you again.

Kind Regards,

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

Hi Catherine:
Earlier this year, someone asked you question about the Calhoun Mouse Utopia Study, and you said you would need to check it out. Not sure if you've had time to do that already, but if not, Corbett covered the Calhoun Mouse Utopia Study in December 2020, https://www.corbettreport.com/blackpill/. Dr. Calhoun gave the mice everything they needed, food, etc., but not space, as he overcrowded them into a small space. The result? The mice stopped reproducing, they just groomed themselves all day, and there was a total breakdown of social norms, such as female mice abandoning their young, males no longer defending territory, etc. The theory is that this is what would happen to humans if we were corralled and overcrowded in the same way. And that does seem to be Mr. Global's plan.

Kind Regards,
A

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Dear Catherine,

I am a new subscriber, and the Solari report has been tremendously helpful to me in navigating these strange times. Many thanks to you and your team.

I was wondering what your thoughts are on the termination of the Keystone XL Pipeline, and the fights surrounding other pipelines as well. Good? Bad? Complicated?

Thank you for your thoughts!

K

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

Aloha Ms. Fitts,
I shall keep this brief. I know you are one of the busiest women in the world.
Who am I? I live in Hawai'i. A little over a year ago, you allowed me to air an interview you did on my radio show ‘Healing Consciousness’. I have been a Solari member ever since. The point is, I was at the University of Washington when I was seeking evidence for the answers to eternal questions because the accidental death of my younger brother was causing my surgeon dad’s decline. In the process, I found a fantastic source of information that I never imagined possible, after the disappointment of experiencing many deluded people. I would like to present this information to you. I hope you will consider this evidence, for the proof that the personality survives the death experience. I have organized some of it: articles, published documents, videos, eyewitness testimony of physical phenomena, scientists’ reports and researchers’ conclusions for you to analyze and consider.

I would love to meet with you, in person. If so, I will be with one of the greatest Spiritual healers the planet has ever known, Stephen Young. He is of the bloodline of King Kamehameha the Great, who united all the Hawai’ian islands. In the tradition of the ‘Kahunas’, the initiated priests of Hawai’i (who utilized natural Spiritual forces with the science of Spiritual laws) enacted healings that were considered miraculous. Stephen is a retired, decorated police detective, and also a Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) and a Certified Protection Professional (CPP). He first went to check out this phenomena to make a case for fraud. Now he attests to its authenticity. If you are interested in receiving a Spiritual healing, meeting in the physical is important. We could definitely meet online first.

The world is dying for leadership that is true service to humanity, promoting unity and tolerance. You are one of the few, Catherine, who exemplify that with your depth of meaningful information to improve and save lives. God is Great and the time is now to bring His Truth and make the Holy Bible come alive with even more confidence than ever. Mahalo nui (Thank you).

Ola’ana ka pono, (Life perpetuated in Righteousness)
Rev. April Lee, BA, CCIM, RB
Rev. Steven Young, CFE, CPP

P.O. Box 190705; Hawi, HI 96719-0705
Office: 808.889.5505 Fax: 866.521.5750 Cell: 808.989.5995

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hi Catherine,
Does this email ring true? I thought you may have better insight on it’s validity than myself…but if so, we need to spread to the word!

**CHINA**

In the near future, China will employ millions of American workers and dominate thousands of small communities all over the United States. Chinese acquisition of US businesses set a new all-time record last year, and it is on pace to shatter that record this year.

The Smithfield Foods acquisition is an example. Smithfield Foods is the largest pork producer and processor in the world. It has facilities in 26 US states, and it employs tens of thousands of Americans. It directly owns 460 farms and has contracts with approximately 2,100 others. But now a Chinese company has bought it for $4.7 billion, and that means that the Chinese will now be the most important employer in dozens of rural communities all over America.

Thanks in part to our massively bloated trade deficit with China, the Chinese have trillions of dollars to spend. They are only just starting to exercise their economic muscle.

It is important to keep in mind that there is often not much of a difference between "the Chinese government" and "Chinese corporations". In 2011, 43 percent of all profits in China were produced by companies where the Chinese government had a controlling interest.

Last year a Chinese company spent $2.6 billion to purchase AMC entertainment - one of the largest movie theater chains in the United States. Chinese companies control more movie ticket sales than anyone else in the world.

But China is not just relying on acquisitions to expand its economic power. "Economic beachheads" are being established all over America. For example, Golden Dragon Precise Copper Tube Group, Inc. recently broke ground on a $100 million plant in Thomasville, Alabama. Many of the residents of Thomasville, Alabama will be glad to have jobs, but it will also become yet another community that will now be heavily dependent on communist China.

And guess where else Chinese companies are putting down roots? Detroit. Chinese-owned companies are investing in American businesses and new vehicle technology, selling everything from seat belts to shock absorbers in retail stores, and hiring experienced engineers and designers in an effort to soak up the talent and expertise of domestic automakers and their suppliers.

If you recently purchased an "American-made" vehicle, there is a really good chance that it has a number of Chinese parts in it. Industry analysts are hard-pressed to put a number on the Chinese suppliers operating in the United States.

China seems particularly interested in acquiring energy resources in the United States. For example, China is actually mining for coal in the mountains of Tennessee. Guizhou Gouchuang Energy Holdings Group spent 616 million dollars to acquire Triple H Coal Co. in Jacksboro, Tennessee.

At the time, that acquisition really didn't make much news, but now a group of conservatives in Tennessee is trying to stop the Chinese from blowing up their mountains and taking their coal.
And pretty soon China may want to build entire cities in the United States just like they have been doing in other countries. Right now China is actually building a city larger than Manhattan just outside Minsk, the capital of Belarus.
Starting to get the picture? China is on the rise and has been while America plays political games.
If you doubt this, just read the following:
When you total up all imports and exports, China is now the number one trading nation on the entire planet.
# Overall, the US has run a trade deficit with China over the past decade that comes to more than 23 trillion dollars.
# China has more foreign currency reserves than anyone else on the planet.
# China now has the largest new car market in the entire world.
# China now produces more than twice as many automobiles as the United States does.
# After being bailed out by US taxpayers, GM is involved in 11 joint ventures with Chinese companies.
# China is the number one gold producer in the world.
# The uniforms for the US Olympic team were made in China.
# 85% of all artificial Christmas trees the world over are made in China.
# The new World Trade Center tower in New York includes glass imported from China.
# China now consumes more energy than the United States does.
# China is now in aggregate the leading manufacturer of goods in the entire world.
# China uses more cement than the rest of the world combined.
# China is now the number one producer of wind and solar power on the entire globe.
# China produces 3 times as much coal and 11 times as much steel as the United States does.
# China produces more than 90 percent of the global supply of rare earth elements.
# China is now the number one supplier of components that are critical to the operation of any national defense system.
# In published scientific research articles, China will become number one in the world very shortly.
And what we have seen so far may just be the tip of the iceberg.
For now, I will just leave you with one piece of advice - Learn to speak Chinese.

I wonder if it is past time for us to wake up!

Friends, it is just a matter of time when the plug is pulled by China on the US Economy. With Joe Biden in the White House and his son running around like a cheap salesman it will not take long.

Thank you 🙏

S C
Comment:

Hello Catherine,
I'm a relatively new subscriber. I really appreciate your content and I have a lot to catch up on, so I visit your sites almost daily. I noticed that the thumbnails on the weekly updates alternate between two images and sometimes I don't remember which one to come back to, just going by dates is not easy for me due to discalculia. It just extremely hard to retain numeric information and there is no way to have a virtual bookmark. I remember images perfectly, so having a unique thumbnail (like the Wrap Ups) makes it easier for me to find where I left off or what I already read or listened to. Even repeating thumbnails every 10 would be perfectly sufficient. Perhaps other subscribers would find it easier to navigate as well.
Thank you for your consideration,

Sincerely,
M C

Question:

Hi Catherine,
We’ve had great success using vaulthealth saliva testing for my son’s private high school required testing this past semester. We’re trying (fingers crossed) to take a trip to Portugal at the end of July- we booked in March flying Delta through Amsterdam. This is also a scouting trip as our 18 y.o. may go to university in Portugal. Our whole family had the virus over Christmas break with minor symptoms (I had an antibody test in March, my husband also had a test in Jan, & my one son has documentation from Jan from his doc, since he had a positive test.) We will be taking all of that documentation with us of course. We’ll use vaulthealth for testing to fly to Portugal. My question is how to get saliva tested for the plane ride home? I’ve read in different places that Portugal isn’t accepting the saliva test & that we need a nasal swab test, but requirements are changing daily. I’m wondering if any Solari subscribers have any info on documentation needed for travel back to the US & also ease of connecting flights. I’d love it if our documents stating we survived cov19 would be sufficient, but it looks like we need negative PCR tests as well.

Thanks for any info,
B
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Question:

Hi Catherine,

Do you know anything about this fellow? He sounds good.


A friend, one of your subscribers asked me about him yesterday and then I saw this.

Not sure if you have an Ask Catherine this week?

J
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Question:

Hi Catherine,

First, again let me tell you - the value you bring to my life at Solari and to so many of us is invaluable. Thank you for being here with us in this moment.

I have good friends who live in London and over the last year we have been discussing the similarities and differences in how the ruling class is communicating and managing us as the "common people." The extension that Boris recently made on the lockdowns now to the end of July is of no surprise. They constantly keep moving the goalposts. But for some reason they have "opened" up the US (assume to be temporarily), where other regions like Canada/UK/etc are not. Maybe to stage a false flag event here in the US?

Can you share your thoughts on the UK versus EU versus US geopolitical situation? Why is the EU approving vax passports ahead of the UK? Why has the UK/Canada been in this perpetual state of lockdowns for the last 16 months? I always come back to the money and if the City of London/Vatican is controlling the US (plus the elite bankers) and assume that has something to do with it.

With Bibi now "out" and all of these different regions doing different things, my head is spinning trying to figure out the strategy from Mr. Global. Maybe they are trying different things in different regions to see what works and what doesn't. Do you mind sharing your thoughts at a high level on this? Apologies for the lengthy email but every week after Money and Markets I discuss these topics with my circle and these questions have been ongoing. I would very much appreciate your thoughts.

Thank you so much.

A
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Question:
Dear Catherine,

I am considering running for City Council in my city because I do not want a repeat of lockdowns and mask wearing ever again. I also want to see the Beck brothers coming. Thanks to you I have learn so much more about the credit unions and banking institutions in my county than I would have been able to without your guidance.

I plan to run on the platform of "no one size fits all medical mandates".

Another reason I want to do this is because I know my small city is controlled by the local university that is in the Mr. Global camp. If I don't win, I plan on getting out of this small city to a more rural location.

Anyway, what do you think? Worth a try or should I forget about it and keep the focus on growing food, buying from my farmers, learning more about who my bankers are, getting more skills and getting myself on my own land?

Best regards,
D C
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Question:

Dear Catherine,
IN the last few weeks, I have learned of an outbreak of mind-altering natural drugs involving mushrooms, etc. — reminiscent of the last 19 60's, but centered upon military personnel who are discharged or retired and having troubles of a mental type. Without going into details, have you heard of it?
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Question:

Dear Catherine
I found this link to the film Bullworth
and I watched it last night. Although it is only tangentially an outing of the insurance industry, the message I got is that the politicians, the executive, the legislative, the judiciary and the bureaucracy – the whole lot of them – are all owned to some extent by the large corporations, They all in turn are owned by either BlackRock or Vanguard, both of which are ultimately owned by ???. If one compares Bullworth’s family to that of Nina then contrary to what we are led to believe, the black family is in much better shape than the white family, even in the case of the drug dealer and his boys in which the family unit is not biological. I realise that the film is a satire but it makes me wonder, are our ‘leaders’ (both self-styled and elected) really humans or are they another species?
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Question:

any dots to connect between the June 21-25 Alaska flights EMF warning / HAARP? and the record temps in the NW?

https://ninetymilesfromtyranny.blogspot.com/2021/06/is-haarp-firing-up-faa-issues-warning.html
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Going Direct Reset

Question:

Subject: Transition to CBDC

Hi Catherine,

Thanks for the Going Direct Reset papers.
Any ideas how the transition to CBDC will go?
I can’t imagine our life savings (currently in commercial banks) will magically appear in our CBDC balance.
What do you think will happen to personal savings?
Regards
D
New Zealand
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Question:

Hello Catherine,
No question, just a curiosity that these two showed up on the same day in the daily bank compliance briefing:

Are digital IDs on the horizon?
The Department of Homeland Security has published a notice of public meeting and extension of a comment period to help inform a potential rulemaking that would amend DHS regulations to set the minimum technical requirements and security standards for mobile or digital driver’s licenses/identification cards (“mobile driver’s licenses” or “mDLs”) to enable federal agencies to accept mDLs for official purposes under the REAL ID Act and regulation.

A virtual public meeting will be held on Tuesday, June 30, 2021, from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. EDT.

FDIC launches Tech Sprint
The FDIC has announced a “tech sprint” designed to explore new technologies and techniques that would help expand the capabilities of banks to meet the needs of unbanked individuals and households. The FDIC seeks tech sprint participants to help answer the question, “Which data, tools, and other resources could help community banks meet the needs of the unbanked population in a cost-effective manner, and how might the impact of this work be measured?”
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Health

Question:
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Local Gatherings

Question:
Catherine,
Is there a way I can find other Solari members in my area?
Thanks beyond words 🙏
M

CAF Notes & Links:

connect.solari.com

Go to support or email Customer Service

Recommended Links

Comment:
Hi Catherine -
I just posted this video to subscriber input (the new part) but I am also sending it to you directly because it seems very important. I have watched it 2 or 3
times. It is in Spanish with English subtitles and is only 13 minutes. I think the website where it is posted is in Uruguay. MANY dots being connected here, as apparently graphene oxide can cause Covid symptoms and is found in the masks, the swabs, the serum, and flu shots. It also has magnetic qualities. Connections made to 5G as well.
(He says Glutathione is an important antidote, which is naturally high in children and naturally low in older people.)
Anyway, check it out and let us know what you think when you do your next Ask Catherine!
Thanks. AG.
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Comment:

Subject: This is a doosey!

Free & Brave PT 2: Session 5 - Dr. David Martin https://subspla.sh/759kw83

Life insurance companies rule the world, not banks!
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Comment:

Catherine,

FYI:

'The Authority seeks to procure a framework agreement for temporary body storage in the event of an excess deaths situation for the 32 London boroughs and the City of London, led by Westminster City Council. The framework agreement will appoint a single provider and will be for a period of 4 years. This will be a contingency contract, only called upon in the event that an excess deaths situation arises in the future and existing local body storage capacity needs to be augmented.'
https://www.find-tender.service.gov.uk/Notice/013120-2021

Best,

J
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Comment:
This just shows that ‘they’ are everywhere - even in Texas!


Stay well ....
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Comment:

Hi Catherine!
I am sure you have lots of suggestions of people you want to find out more about and/or interview. This man is interesting and has studied law quite a bit. I think he is also in tune with common law and God’s law/Natural law. I am reading more about him and I am impressed with this specific document cache on his website. Alphonse Faggiolo- is his name and he is on Telegram. I am no longer on social media sites so I can only report what is on the website

https://iamhassentmetoyou.com/mdocuments-library/

also interesting
Comment:

Catherine,
Hello! I was catching up on my Amazing Polly, she has some good stuff, although for a while her Q was showing, she is an interesting read/watch. You must see this quick piece of her video on “Terrified Politicians.” (The link to the vid is below w/timeline breakdown-less than 2-3min watch & worth every second!)

During a public “call-in covid Q&A”, the Premier Brian Pallister of Manitoba CA, completely avoids a question about ivermectin by pretzel talking about vaccine nonsense. Then, he says some weird sh$t.
It was shocking.
Out of the blue Poor Brian either:
A. Loses his mind
B. Tries to make a joke about the weather
C. He publicly thanks Mr Global in a strange speech that ends with this quote: “…I would like to THANK THE PEOPLE IN CHARGE for MAKING THAT RAIN AVAILABLE”…

A must watch! I was stunned, then I said to my husband, “Did he just thank Mr Global for putting out the fires with rain?…I gotta email Catherine!” My husband nodded & said “THAT was weird”. As parents of a vax injured kid, who have seen & heard it all when it comes to crazy…
Holy Moly.
Things just keep getting weirder. lol

Link to Polly’s video on Rumble:

Time breakdown for Polly’s video link:
1:15 Polly intro to Brian’s nervous breakdown.
1:21 Caller asks question about ivermectin
2:20 Brian Pretzel talk- Vaccine production is our leading industry etc…
2:45 Thanking Mr Global for Rain.
The rest of her vid, that I know you have no time to watch, is good-basically, all roads lead to Gates & other globalist/big pharma/money bad actors.

Hope you have a great week!
Thank you for all you do!

God Bless,
J W
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**Comment:**

Hi Catherine,
I recently saw a story about a giant image that is electronically changeable and planned to be installed all over the world. It will speak in the local language everywhere. It can project images of historical characters or popular celebrities! They even have a way to walk into a chamber and it becomes you! When I first saw this, it sent chills down my spine! How very bizarre that this is cloaked as entertainment! Steve Quayle had a great video on the Hagman Report 6/10.


Unbelievable!
L
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**Comment:**
Jimmy Dore Show deconstructs Colbert .... I have not been able to watch Colbert since Colbert became a corporate mouthpiece for the Deep State
Jon Stewart Embraces Lab Leak Theory As Colbert FREAKS OUT! (June 20, 2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6QynoJjm2lU

Cheers, D
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Comment:
Subject: must watch Fuellmich
https://covidtruefacts.blogspot.com/2021/06/reiner-fuellmich-interviews-dr-peter.html
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Comment:
This is a vid of a Member of Parliament in Finland - please check it out.

You should watch it. Please forward to Joseph and Daniel.

COVID Vaccine Genocide - ENGLISH SUBTITLES - Rapsodia.fi - TokenTube
This will change the life of billions.
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Comment:

Subject: Check out this Audible audiobook
No exaggeration.

Blessings,
H

Listen to Dr. Jack Kruse - Vitamin D, Sun Exposure, Sleep Cycles by on Audible. https://www.audible.com/pd?asin=B094ZK2ZVP&source_code=ASSORAP051160006
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Comment:

some good guys still fighting the evil -- FYI

Harry the Greek @ BrassBalls.blog

Just tied EAC's Cole-Hughes to Kolomoisky!
Defense attorneys admitted their client, Margaret Cole-Hughes, uses Eurotrust. It is based in Geneva, Switzerland.
The best money-laundering services in the world?
Ihor Kolomoisky is a citizen of Switzerland, Israel, and Ukraine.
He is an FBI informant.
He owns Ukraine.
Why else would Kolomoisky own the best prime commercial real estate in downtown Cleveland?
https://www.eurotrust.net/services/tax-fiduciary-services/
"One of the advantages of being an independent member of Geneva Group International (GGI) is that we can draw on GGI’s global connections – for your benefit. "GGI consists of leading law firms, accounting firms, and consulting firms with more than 700 offices in over 118 countries worldwide."
https://www.eurotrust.net/about-us/philosophy/
Still working on the story.
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Comment:

Dear Catherine,

I would like to strongly suggest Dr. Peter McCullough as your next hero of the week. There should be little question where his intentions lie after seeing this powerful interview he had with Reiner Fuellmich just last week. We need more fearless, prominent doctors like him.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/rKP61hruGxIt/

Also, as a new subscriber, I thank you so much for all you do!

God bless,
H H
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Comment:

Subject: Recruiter for oil industry ... oil companies looking to replace thousands of employees

From James Gilland - ECETI Ranch newsletter
Oil companies planning to replace about one half of their personnel (anyone who has taken the vaxxx)

Female executive at the recruiter company ... her instagram video: https://www.instagram.com/tv/CQDcgdnHni/-

You may need to watch asap, before instagram removes. I am trying to make a copy and post on bitchute.
Take care, D
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Comment:

Hello,

I left my cabin in New Mexico 2 months ago and am back in Switzerland. I heard you might be coming to Switzerland at the end of the month, and am sure you have all the necessary connections. However, If I can be of any help:

My wife and I rent a place here, just above Vevey, near Montreux
also, interesting video, about the cosmos, from suspicious observers website.
Maybe we just don't need to worry about Mr Globaloney!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEv3HRIVPUQ&list=PLHSoxioQtwZcVcFC85TxEEiirgfXwhfsw&index=16&t=631s

Kind Regards
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Take Action

Question:


From a subscriber who wanted me to send this to you - he is a truck driver.
He ask what can be done to ward off these changes
Dear Catherine,

One part of the Solari website that I have particularly enjoyed is Food for the Soul, especially the Women & Art series. There are a handful of women artists that Nina Heyn has not written about yet, and about which I would like to hear Nina's take. The first of these is the American painter Mary Cassatt. However, it is not enough that I give you Miss Cassatt's name, it is needful that I explain why her.

Friday: I was put on to Mary Cassatt by a passage I read in a book by the American feminist Nancy In the beginning, loveliness is all. The more drawn a mother is to her child, the greater the likelihood that the child will survive. The more consistently the infant's needs are met, the more beautiful and good the mother. To each, the other is perfect. When that face is present, life is sustained; absent, there is no warmth, no love. What does the infant know of standards of beauty, or the good mother care? The child may be too fat or too thin, the mother plain, but when I remember the early Renaissance artists' beam painted between their eyes, joining their gazes, they were flawless. When you and I take in that ancient idealization, painted in countless variations by as many artists, we recognize what we once had and lost, or longed for all our lives.

We never outgrow our affinity for what is conveyed in the luscious paintings of mother and child, the most compelling of which I feel to be circular and cinematic in composition, belly round, affording a keyhole through which one spies and feeds on the intimacy of others. And there is equally heartbreaking icon of the Pietà, Mary holding the dead Christ, her Child, in her arms, His head once again on her breast. There was a man who was jailed several years ago for desecrating that particular sculpture, hacking it with his rock hammer because, he is said to have told the authorities, "Mary isn't looking at Him!" Indeed, Christ's mother stares downward, her gaze not on His face.

Those Madonna and Child images were, in fact, my least favorite when I was a young art historian; I preferred the cool asymmetry of the post-Renaissance mannerists to Raphael's passionate equilibrium. Not for me someone else's blissful infancy; anyone
who had what I had missed, even the divine Mother and Child, aroused envy. The irony is that the simple golden beam linking their gazes has stayed with me far longer than anything I can recall from the mannerists. Twenty years ago, when I was writing My Mother/My Self, it swam up from my unconscious as the perfect picture of earliest mother love, The Gaze captured in a beam of light remembered from a college art class when I was still too young and vulnerable even to let myself know how deeply moved by it I was. Here, within the context of looks and the need to be seen, it is even more apt. The Gaze is where it all begins. "Soon after we can see, we are aware that we can also be seen," writes art critic John Berger. "The eye of the other combines with our own eye to make it fully credible that we are part of the visible world." You and I required that loving focus early on. Our infantile selves cried out for the nonjudgmental mirror of adoring eyes in which we saw ourselves reflected, warmed, taken in, and rolled lovingly around, then returned via The Golden Beam to be stored inside, the self at rest within the self. This is the beginning of self-esteem.

What is even more confusing, indeed is a tribute to the unconscious, is that I was certain that this golden beam motif was everywhere, in countless paintings before and during the early Renaissance, after all, it had meant so much to me. But I cannot find even one today, though I have called various art historians, curators at the Metropolitan Museum, art history teachers at universities. I know it is there, this painting that I have magnified into an entire school. Consider memory holding on to an image, refusing to let it go, not because it was what I had actually seen, but was what I missed and grieved for.

The Gaze.
This passage set me to looking at pictures of Medieval and Renaissance Madonnas with Child. After examining a few dozen of them, I came to see something different from what Nancy Friday did. Looking through a man's eyes, I saw in these images the desire for a wife and a son. Ms. Friday did not put the man in the picture, but the man is there, painting the image. This led me to understand that what Ms. Friday needed was images of the mother-infant or mother-child relationship that had been painted by women artists. I found what I was looking for at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, namely this <https://philamuseum.org/collection/object/42074>
She painted many more that address the same topic; here's another: <https://www.marycassatt.org/Reine-Lefebre-And-Margot-Before-A-Window.html>. I understood Nancy Friday's longing much better after looking at Mary Cassatt's work. You have mentioned several times that this bond between mother and child is the one thing that the national security state and the metastructure fear the most.
I have been wondering about and would very much like to read Nina Heyn's assessment of this artist, assuming that it's not dismissive, of course. Thank you.

Best,
M M
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Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input